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We propose a method for the realization of three-dimensional photonic crystals by combining a
wafer-fusion technique with a two-stage angled etching process. Etching at an angle of 45° to the
substrate creates woodpile �or stacked striped� structures, and artificial defects and light emitters can
then be introduced by the wafer-fusion technique, thereby considerably reducing the number of
processes required. Here, we determine the required thickness of the photonic crystals by calculating
the transmission properties and quality factors of point-defect cavities. Furthermore, we demonstrate
the feasibility of angled etching using an inductively coupled plasma-etching system at cryogenic
temperatures. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2355463�

There has been considerable interest in the use of pho-
tonic crystals �PCs� to manipulate photons.1–19 In particular,
three-dimensional �3D� PCs can inhibit the propagation of all
optical modes, and are suitable for the ultimate control of
light. Thus far, several important methods for the fabrication
of 3D PCs in semiconductors such as III-V or group IV that
operate at optical wavelengths have been reported, including
the wafer-fusion approach,3,20 the multidirectional etching
technique,21 and the surface-micromachining approach.22–24

The wafer-fusion approach is valuable for introducing not
only artificial defects but also light-emitting elements into
3D PCs. The control of light emission using this approach
has been recently reported.25 The multidirectional etching
technique shows promise for the fabrication of 3D PCs by a
single process. In this current letter, we propose and investi-
gate the feasibility of combining the wafer-fusion and multi-
directional etching techniques. We employ here a two-stage
angled etching process that has recently been theoretically
investigated,26 but has not yet been used to fabricate 3D PCs
in practice. A direct laser writing of the structure onto a
photoresist has been recently tried27 but not transferred to
high index semiconductors. Here, we initially theoretically
calculate the transmission properties of 3D PCs fabricated by
the double-angled etching technique, in order to estimate the
required thickness of the PCs. We then evaluate the quality
factor Q of a point-defect cavity introduced by the wafer-
fusion approach. Finally, we demonstrate the fabrication of
3D PCs with double-angled etching using an inductively
coupled plasma �ICP� etching technique.

The method considered in this work is illustrated in Fig.
1. A complete 3D PC can be constructed by etching dielectric
materials, such as silicon and III-V semiconductors, in both

the �110� and �11̄0� directions—that is, at angles of 45° to
the substrate �Fig. 1�a��. The basic structure of the resulting
3D PC is the same as the well-known woodpile or stacked-
striped structure.3,20,25,28,29 Artificial defects and/or light
emitters can then be introduced into the 3D PCs using the
wafer-fusion technique �Fig. 1�b��. Initially, we calculated
the transmission properties of 3D PCs of finite thickness for
the �-X �or z� direction �Fig. 2�a�� using the 3D finite-
difference time-domain �FDTD� method,30,31 where the holes

etched at an angle are assumed to have a rectangular shape.
The periods ax and az along the x and z directions are as-
sumed to be equal: ax=az=�2a for etching angles of 45°,
where a is the distance between parallel stripes �Fig. 2�a��.
The period ay along the y direction and the dielectric filling
factor are assumed to be 1.25a and 0.30, respectively. The
refractive index of the dielectric material is set at 3.48, which
corresponds to that of silicon at 1.5 �m wavelength region.
Both the upper and lower sides of the 3D PC are assumed to
be covered by the same dielectric material. The calculated
transmission properties of x-polarized and y-polarized lights
are shown in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, respectively. Complete
photonic-band-gap �PBG� region is found in the range of
0.342c /a–0.414c /a. The polarization dependence is found
to be relatively small, and transmittance in the PBG region
decreases by 10 dB”az period for both polarizations. These
analyses indicate that a thickness of �3az in the z direction
is required for an attenuation of −30 dB.

Next, we investigated the effect of introducing a point-
defect cavity at the center of the 3D PC. A schematic repre-
sentation of the point-defect cavity considered here is shown
in Fig. 3�a�, where the thickness of the defect layer is set at
az /4, and the widths for the x and y directions of the point-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Proposed method for realizing 3D PCs containing
artificial light emitters and defects. �a� Double-angled etching process at 45°
to the substrate. �b� Introduction of artificial defects and/or light-emitting
elements into 3D PCs by the wafer-fusion method.
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defect cavity are set at Lx=ax and Ly =ay /4, respectively. We
calculated the cavity Q factor of the lowest resonant mode,
which has a resonant frequency of 0.389c /a. The depen-
dence of Q on the total thickness of the PC is shown in Fig.
3�b�. It is seen that Q increases significantly with thickness,

and that the use of upper and lower PCs with thicknesses of
the order of 2.5az is sufficient to achieve Q values of several
thousands. When we set ax=az=0.83 �m, so as to form a
complete PBG at the telecommunications wavelength of
1.55 �m, the required vertical depth of angled etching is
only �2 �m.

The realization of a PC with double-angled etching into
semiconductors has thus far not been experimentally demon-
strated. Therefore, in order to verify the feasibility of the
method considered above, we carried out angled plasma
etching of Si wafers, using a SF6/O2 ICP etching process at
cryogenic temperatures. The cryogenic process32 is becom-
ing increasingly important in the field of micromachining,
because both high selectivity and a high aspect ratio �depth-
to-width ratio� can be achieved.33 We first attempted angled
etching to give line-and-space patterns. The widths of the
line and space were set at 0.58 and 0.25 �m, respectively,
based on the theoretical calculations described above. A
mask pattern was formed by electron-beam lithography. A
cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of the resulting
etched Si wafer is shown in Fig. 4�a�. An angled etching
depth of greater than 3.3 �m was attained. We next at-
tempted to fabricate a 3D PC by double-angled etching, us-
ing appropriate two-dimensional mask patterns. The results
of the first trial are shown in Figs. 4�b� and 4�c�. The thick-
ness of the 3D PC is �1 period. Preliminary optical mea-
surement results in Fig. 5 showed that transmission had de-
creased and reflection had increased in the wavelength region

FIG. 2. �Color online� Transmission properties calculated by the 3D FDTD
method. �a� Model used in the calculations. The incident light has �b� x-axis
polarization and �c� y-axis polarization. The thickness of the 3D PCs is
varied from az to 5az. The frequency region between 0.342c /a and 0.414c /a
corresponds to the complete PBG.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Q factor of a point-defect cavity calculated by the 3D
FDTD method. �a� Model used in the calculations. The point-defect cavity is
created by adding dielectric material to an oblique rod in the defect layer
with thickness az /4. The point defect can be fabricated by changing the
mask pattern of the defect layer. �b� Dependence of the quality factor on 3D
PC thickness. The Q factor of the lowest resonant mode is calculated.

FIG. 4. Scanning electron microscope images of Si wafers with angled
etching. A SF6/O2 ICP etching process at cryogenic temperatures is applied.
�a� Cross sectional view of an angled-etched line-and-space pattern. A ver-
tical depth of 3.3 �m is achieved. �b� Top view after first angled etching
process for fabrication of a 3D PC. �c� Top view of a 3D PC after first and
second angled etching processes. The thickness of the 3D PC is �1 period.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Normal incident transmission �solid line� and reflec-
tion �dashed line� spectra for the 3D PC shown in Fig. 4. The references for
the transmission and reflection measurements are an area of bare Si adjacent
to the 3D PC and Au mirror, respectively.
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around 1.6 �m, which is consistent with the PBG region
estimated from the structural parameters of the sample.

In conclusion, we proposed and investigated the feasibil-
ity of a method of fabricating 3D PCs by combining double-
angled etching and wafer-fusion techniques. We showed that
the required thickness of the resulting 3D PC was �3az to
achieve 30 dB attenuation. The Q factor of a point-defect
cavity was theoretically estimated to be of the order of sev-
eral thousands when the defect layer was sandwiched on
each side by 2.5az 3D PCs using the wafer-fusion technique.
We also demonstrated that the double-angled etching of sili-
con wafers was indeed possible using a cryogenic ICP dry-
etching method. These results will encourage us to continue
to develop fabrication processes for 3D PCs, and to pursue
the realization of ultimate light control through future
studies.
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